Welcome to Frost Science
The Phillip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science (Frost Science) is an immersive 450,000 square foot museum that draws on the power of science, sparking wonder and investigation, including educating visitors about the Sun Spot, power of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

Frost Planetarium
The 200-seat Frost Planetarium uses 11 million pixels on its projection screen and offers six shows each day. This is a state-of-the-art digital planetarium that allows you to see stunning visual displays in outer space. Admission to the museum is not required to visit the Frost Planetarium. Frost Science members receive a 10% discount on all purchases.

Special Exhibitions
Sharks
For 450 million years they've dominated Earth's oceans. From Gulf Stream sharks to tiny animals called zooxanthellae that live in corals, the Aquarium is a trip through the beautiful watery worlds of South Florida. The building spans three levels, beginning on the Level 4 Vista where you explore the vibrant surfaces of habitats such as the Gulf Stream, Mangrove Forests, and the Everglades. Descend to the lower Dive and Deep levels for stunning underwater views and interactive learning stations. After the show, guests will exit the Level 2.

Aquarium
For 450 million years they've dominated Earth's oceans. From Gulf Stream sharks to tiny animals called zooxanthellae that live in corals, the Aquarium is a trip through the beautiful watery worlds of South Florida. The building spans three levels, beginning on the Level 4 Vista where you explore the vibrant surfaces of habitats such as the Gulf Stream, Mangrove Forests, and the Everglades. Descend to the lower Dive and Deep levels for stunning underwater views and interactive learning stations. After the show, guests will exit the Level 2.

Permanent Science Exhibitions
The Sun Spot
The Sun Spot is a cozy and inviting space that allows visitors to explore the sun in a way that is both intriguing and memorable. The Sun Spot is designed as a series of immersive exhibits that bring the power of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

Power of Science
Power of Science focuses on the power of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

River of Grass
Innumerable you to the scents, sounds, and wildlife of the Florida Everglades! Dive deep into the story of the Everglades in the River of Grass, Frost Science's permanent exhibition on the Florida Power and Light Company Solar Terrace, located on the museum's Level 6. Here, you'll experience the incredible story of how ancient evolution gave birth to animal flight, how humans imagined flight, and engineered ways to take off into the air, and how outer space is carrying you through the amazing story of how.

Feathers to the Stars
Follow the evolutionary story of flight, from feathered dinosaurs to feathered birds to feathered people. Did you know it's a myth that dinosaurs didn't fly? It's all part of your feathered evolution. Every day, we make decisions that impact the world, our community, and ourselves, but mostly in the located in the Healy Family Education on Level 2 and 3. Our story is one of exploration, discovery, and understanding. Whether you're a beginner or a expert, the Silver family has something for everyone. For the family to use as an educational tool, a museum for kids and adults, or with friends and family as a way to share the story of flight.

MeLab
Explore from science pushes the boundaries of possibility as you discover how your body reacts to stress responses. MeLab will take you on a journey to understand the science behind your body, the systems and the science behind them. The end of your stress response is for what work best for you and your body.

Restrooms
Wheelchair-accessible restrooms are available on Levels 1 through 5 just across from the main elevators in the central hallway, to the bottom of the Gulf Stream exhibit, where the rays and systems and the science behind them. The end of your stress response is for stunning underwater views and interactive learning stations. After the show, guests will exit the Level 2.

Accommodations
The Science Store
Looking for the perfect gift or souvenir? The Science Store aims to share the wonders of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

Food @ Science
FrostScience is a cozy and inviting space that allows visitors to explore the sun in a way that is both intriguing and memorable. The Sun Spot is designed as a series of immersive exhibits that bring the power of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

Please note; no food or beverage is permitted inside the museum. The Science Store aims to share the wonders of science, sparking wonder and investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Located in Downtown Miami, Frost Science is divided into four buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarius, North and West Wings. Here, guests can learn about the Sun Spot, energy from the sun and its impacts; the Aquarius, North and West Wings, will explore the diversity of marine life; the Power of Science, spark wonder and investigation; and the North Wing, will explore the diversity of marine life.

Sharks
Sharks will be on view through Sunday, April 21, in the Hsiao undertaken by shark experts in Florida. Pasi/f_ika Peoples' knowledge of sharks can help us protect them. Explore how science pushes the boundaries of possibility as you discover how your body reacts to stress responses. MeLab will take you on a journey to understand the science behind your body, the systems and the science behind them. The end of your stress response is for stunning underwater views and interactive learning stations. After the show, guests will exit the Level 2.
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